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Treatment Research conducted by the Public Health Service and a notable
lack of distinction between the treated effluent and the residual wastes,
which one would assume to be what is referred to as "advanced wastes."
There are too many such examples in the book.
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This symposium has been organized with some care, to bring together
those workers in biology whose outlook is both "molecular" and who
have some facility in speculation. The macromolecules whose symmetry
and function we are invited to consider are proteins or protein-associated
structures such as membranes. What symmetry can we expect in the
face of the clear asymmetry implied in the primary structure of proteins,
asks Jacques Monod? Symmetry of function, he replies. The theme is
announced, the variatiorns follow. Protein function can be explained as
association with subunits, proteins and other molecules, small and large.
Changeux, Kilkson and Wyman discuss membranes, Valentine the sub-
unit arrangement in enzymes, Rossman and associates write on lactate
dehydrogenase and Schuster on hemoglobin. Klub, H6glund, and Kellen-
berger look at their virus data from the point of view of symmetry of
interaction of the proteins.
Another theme emerges. Scheraga (with Gibson, Scott, Nemethy and
other associates) summarizes the successive refinements in energy minimi-
zation techniques aimed at calculating the conformation of polypeptides
from their primary structures. Ramachandran gives a familiar account
of the methods of establishing contact criteria in macromolecules. Liquori,
coining new words for old phenomena, talks on th "Stereochemical" code.
In these articles we feel less the application of the "grand design" than
the slow, back-breaking task of rooting out the correct mathematical
values for interactions that must underlie protein conformation.
The harsh notes end, Malmstrom supplies the coda. Surely symmetry
exists, but there is evidence for asymmetric sub-unit containing enzymes
also. There is no single principle of symmetry that relates to function and
it is all too easy to oversimplify.
This is an interesting volume. It is a pity that all the discussion has
been left out and that there is no index.
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This book is an omnium gatherum consisting of seven presentations
delivered to college students. Three chapters deal with the brain; the
other four with philosophy, ethics, and a description of the work of the
Nobel Foundation. This last is a useful guide for potential Nobel Lau-
reates. Kety's chapter on biochemical aspects of mental states presents
462